Isolation and characterization of cerebral resistance vessel endothelium in culture.
Organ-derived endothelia have been shown to exhibit distinct patterns of morphology and growth responsiveness in vitro. This report describes the development, cloning and establishment of long-term serial cultures of rat vascular endothelial cells derived from cerebrocortical resistance vessels (small arteries and arterioles). Modification of our previous published technique for establishing resistance vessel-derived smooth muscle cells (RV-SMC) resulted in enhanced levels of endothelial outgrowth from collagenase-treated microvessel fragments. Although primary culture growth consisted predominantly of SMC, subsequent subcultivation of these cultures revealed the presence of distinct endothelial cell clusters within the SMC monolayer. Serial cloning of these isolates resulted in a homogeneous population of cells with the characteristic endothelial cobblestone growth pattern and positive immunofluorescence for factor VIII-related antigen. Previously established RV-SMC frozen stocks provided an additional source for obtaining resistance vessel endothelial cells. This was made possible by the slow proliferation rate of early-passage RV-SMC and their inability to withstand freezing procedures. Endothelial cells from both preparations were identical and designated resistance vessel derived endothelial cells RV-EC. Upon long-term cultivation (> P15), confluent RV-EC cultures expressed spontaneous multicellular cord development that stained positive for factor VIII-related antigen. Cell growth studies demonstrated that RV-EC were capable of significant growth when maintained in serum-free conditions. Growth kinetics using serum-free conditioned medium demonstrated mitogenic activity indicating the presence of an autocrine growth factor. Increase growth responsiveness was also noted in RV-EC when treated with a variety of peptide growth factors. These results indicate that resistance vessel endothelium can be successfully isolated and maintained in long-term serial cultures. Furthermore, the availability of cultured EC and SMC from this unique microvascular site will enable examination of cerebrovascular endothelial-smooth muscle cell interactions in vitro and may help to elucidate the mechanisms of altered vascular function in disease states.